TLK281 SureGrip™
Automotive Test Lead Kit
This complete set of test and measurement accessories is designed for automotive specialists. Sharp stainless steel probes can be used to contact the wire conductor or pinpoint tests on a circuit or relay while the large-jaw alligator clips ensure a good ground on the engine or connection to battery terminals. Also includes silicone-insulated test leads and a convenient case. Rated to 60 V dc. Kit includes:
- TP81 Insulation Piercing Clip Set
- TL224 SureGrip™ Insulated Test Leads
- TP220 SureGrip™ Industrial Test Probes
- AC220 SureGrip™ Alligator Clips
- AC285 SureGrip™ Alligator Clips
- Soft case

TLK282 SureGrip™ Deluxe
Automotive Test Lead Kit
This kit includes everything in the TLK281 Kit plus a few extras. The back probe pins slide past weather-pack connectors on fuel injectors, TPS, and MAP sensors. A hook probe with plunger actuation allows quick connection to pins or exposed conductors. Kit includes:
- TP81 Insulation Piercing Clip Set
- TP40 Automotive Back Probe Pins (five)
- TL224 SureGrip™ Insulated Test Leads
- TP220 SureGrip™ Industrial Test Probes
- AC220 SureGrip™ Alligator Clips
- AC285 SureGrip™ Alligator Clips
- AC280 SureGrip™ Hook Clips
- Soft case
- Rated to 60 V dc

TP81/TP82 Insulation Piercing Clip Set
Two stainless steel probes (red, black) pierce insulation on 14, 16 and 18 gauge wire. Needle depth can be controlled to minimize insulation damage. Essential for use under hood or under dash. Can be used on fuel injectors or sensors while providing complete insulation to grounding. Probe connects to a banana jack that accepts all digital multimeter and banana jack leads (such as the TL224 SureGrip™ Insulated Test Leads).
- TP81 has non-rotating 4 mm (0.16 in) banana jack to prevent leads from tangling
- Rated to 60 V dc
- TP82 is for use with test leads with 2 mm probes

TP40 Automotive
Back Probe Pins
Flexible and formable 31.75 mm (1.25 in) pins provide an easy connection past weather-pack seals to connector conductors. These five pins are a must-have for fuel injectors, TPS, and MAP sensors, as well as for any under-hood or under-vehicle connector with weather-pack seals.
- 4 mm (0.16 in) banana jack accepts digital multimeter and banana jack leads
- Easily connects to modular leads such as the TL224
- Rated to 60 V dc

TP88 Rigid Back
Probe Pins
Better than a test probe alone, these rigid back probe pins easily pass between a weather-pack seal and wire. A sharp point ensures good contact to the electrical connector, and insulation protects the pin from shorting to other wires.
- Slides onto 2 mm (0.08 in) test probes
- Probe length: 51 mm (2 in)
- Rated to 60 V dc

RPM80 Inductive
Pick-Up/External Trigger
- Provides RPM measurement capability when clipped on spark plug wire
- For use with Fluke 88 Series and 78 Series DMMs

For more information, go to www.fluke.com/auto-accy